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SUMMARY

Both biological and artificial fliers must contend with
aerial perturbations that are ubiquitous in the out-
door environment. Flapping fliers are generally least
stable but also most maneuverable around the roll
axis, yet our knowledge of roll control in biological
fliers remains limited. Hummingbirds are suitable
models for linking aerodynamic perturbations to
flight control strategies, as these small, powerful
fliers are capable of remaining airborne even in
adverse wind conditions. We challenged humming-
birds to fly within a steady, longitudinally (stream-
wise) oriented vortex that imposed a continuous roll
perturbation, measured wing kinematics and neuro-
motor activation of the flight muscles with synchro-
nized high-speed video and electromyography and
used computational fluid dynamics (CFD) to estimate
the aerodynamic forces generated by observed wing
motions. Hummingbirds responded to the perturba-
tion with bilateral differences in activation of the
main flight muscles while maintaining symmetry in
most major aspects of wing motion, including stroke
amplitude, stroke plane angle, and flapping fre-
quency. Hummingbirds did display consistent bilat-
eral differences in subtler wing kinematic traits,
including wing rotation and elevation. CFD modeling
revealed that asymmetric wing rotation was critical
for attenuating the effects of the perturbation. The
birds also augmented flight stabilization by adjusting
body and tail posture to expose greater surface area
to upwash than to the undesirable downwash. Our
results provide insight into the remarkable capacity
Current Biology 30, 187–195, Januar
of hummingbirds to maintain flight control, as well
as bio-inspiration for simple yet effective control
strategies that could allow robotic fliers to contend
with unfamiliar and challenging real-world aerial
conditions.

INTRODUCTION

As flying animals navigate their habitats near the Earth’s surface,

they contend with complex, unpredictable airflows that chal-

lenge their aerial stability. To remain airborne, flapping fliers

need mechanisms for rapidly adjusting movements with respect

to airflow perturbations [1–3]. Whether active or passive in na-

ture, such mechanisms are likely subject to strong natural selec-

tion in biological fliers [4] and are critical for sustained flight in

artificial fliers [5].

The literature on responses to gust perturbations and chaotic

flow in biological fliers is rich. Prior studies have demonstrated

the diverse strategies of insects, despite their small size and

limited sensorimotor resources, as compared to vertebrate fliers.

Passive mechanisms include self-righting through counter-tor-

que produced by flapping [3] and passive inertial control pro-

vided by appendages [6]. Insect flight studies also showcase a

wide array of active responses, including changes in stroke

amplitude [7], angle of attack (AoA) [6, 8, 9], angular rotation

[7], and wingbeat frequency [8]. A particularly impressive

example is the ability of hawkmoths to negotiate whirlwind

perturbations through drastic stroke-to-stroke alterations of

wing kinematics [10]. However, it remains largely unknown

how vertebrate fliers, such as birds and bats, combine active

and passive mechanisms to contend with aerial perturbations.

Compared to insects, vertebrate fliers have more elaborate

nervous systems that may confer greater neuromuscular control

of their more articulated wing systems. Bats, for instance,

harness inertial effects by asymmetrically folding their wings to
y 20, 2020 Crown Copyright ª 2019 Published by Elsevier Ltd. 187
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perform acrobatic aerial maneuvers [11, 12], which may also

contribute to their perturbation responses. Birds have fewer

distal wing joints than bats, which reduces their wing kinematic

complexity and thusmakes birds amore tractable system for un-

derstanding vertebrate control responses to aerial perturbations.

Hummingbirds, in particular, are well-studied, small, powerful

flyers that are highly amenable to wind tunnel experiments. Hum-

mingbird wing kinematics [13] and muscle activity patterns [14,

15] in laminar flow have already been established across a range

of forward flight speeds. Previous studies have also shown that

hummingbirds can navigate unsteady wakes and turbulent air

flow by altering stroke amplitude, frequency, and a range of other

wing kinematic parameters [16, 17], as well as fanning their tails

to actively maintain flight control [17]. This wealth of background

data on hummingbird flight makes them an ideal model system

for examining neuromuscular flight control in the face of chal-

lenging, aerial perturbations.

Flight control in the face of aerodynamic perturbations involves

both passive and active mechanisms [1]. However, it remains un-

clear exactly how neuromotor control drives active responses to

flight perturbations. Neuromotor modulation may be key for

shaping both kinematic and behavioral responses to perturba-

tions [14, 18]. Studies of small (mainly invertebrate) fliers have

begun to ‘‘close the loop’’ by linking kinematics to neuromotor

control [19–21] and (via empirical or computational fluid dynamics

[CFD] approaches) to the production of aerodynamic forces, in still

air as well as unsteady, perturbed flow [9, 10, 16, 22]. For verte-

brate fliers, some studies have begun linking kinematics to motor

control [14, 15, 23, 24] and estimating the aerodynamic forces that

result via CFD [18, 25] and empirical associations [26]. However,

these approaches have yet to be combined for studies of verte-

brate fliers subjected to aerodynamic perturbations during flight.

Here, we generated a nominally time-invariant vortex that is

oriented longitudinally (with its core oriented streamwise along

the axis of the wind tunnel) to impose an extreme and continuous

aerodynamic perturbation on flying hummingbirds (Archilochus

colubris). The positioning of the vortex core relative to a feeder

means that birds experience upwash on one wing and down-

wash on the other, which induces a strong, continuous roll

perturbation (Figure 1). Within this challenging yet predictable

aerial environment, we analyzed the response of subjects in

terms of both wing kinematics and neuromuscular control, using

3D high-speed video to quantify kinematics and electromyog-

raphy to determine neuromotor modulation of the pectoralis (pri-

mary downstroke muscle) and supracoracoideus (primary up-

stroke muscle) with respect to airflow conditions.

We then use CFD simulations to assess the functional role of

observed changes in wingmotions.We first assessed the impact

of a longitudinal vortex created in the CFD domain, nominally

similar to experiment, on a hummingbird flying with steady

wing kinematics. However, performing CFD simulations with a

longitudinal vortex that matches experimental measurements

as well as a flapping bird downstream is currently not feasible.

Therefore, we conducted further simulations in steady (laminar)

flow using the kinematics measured on birds flying in a longitudi-

nal vortex. We hypothesized that deploying the observed kine-

matics in laminar flow should result in bilaterally asymmetric lift

production and a roll toque in the direction opposite to that

imposed on real birds by the vortex flow. The CFD model is
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also used to perform comparative analysis of the contribution

of individual kinematic changes to overall stabilization of the

perturbation by modeling different parameters in isolation. This

workflow allows us to identify the key response parameters for

flight stabilization and disturbance rejection.

Studies of aerial perturbations have historically been focused

on yaw and pitch perturbations [6, 27, 28]. However, roll remains

a vital maneuvering and stability mode with a smaller moment of

inertia than the pitch and yaw axes in many flying animals [29].

Accordingly, we hypothesize that a strong, flow-induced roll tor-

que will elicit bilaterally asymmetric wing kinematics to produce

a compensatory counter-torque. However, determining whether

observed kinematic changes are entirely passive (i.e., induced

by the external flow) or in fact are generated actively by the

bird requires direct measurement of the neuromotor response.

Previous work has shown that voluntary maneuvering during

yaw turns and abrupt course changes in hummingbirds and

cockatoos involve no bilateral variation in activation (duration

of neural stimulation) or recruitment (measured as electromyo-

gram [EMG] amplitude, a proxy for the number of motor units

and volume of muscle activated) of the largest flight muscles

(pectoralis and supracoracoideus) [30, 31]. However, as hum-

mingbirds engage in unsteady flight, e.g., during mating dis-

plays, they use significant asymmetry in wing kinematics [30,

32, 33] that are associated with variations in the recruitment

pattern of major flight muscles and consistent with feedforward

control [30].

The upwash produced by our longitudinal vortex should

reduce the need for aerodynamic force production by the wing

subjected to it. Therefore, we hypothesize that hummingbirds

will respond by displaying lower wing-stroke amplitude and/or

a longer downstroke duration (i.e., slower velocity) in this wing

(kinematic response), driven by decreased muscle activation

and recruitment (EMG) of the associated flight muscles (neuro-

motor response). This combination would be expected to result

in reduced aerodynamic force production from this wing,

whereas for the wing subjected to the downwash of the longitu-

dinal vortex, we predict increases in the same kinematic and

neuromotor parameters to provide increased production of

aerodynamic force. The difference in force production between

the two wings should result in a stabilizing counter-torque on

the body.

RESULTS

Wingbeat Kinematics
Mean wingbeat frequency, stroke amplitude, and stroke-plane

angle employed by birds flying in the vortex and laminar flow

conditions were statistically indistinguishable (tested for

differences between wings within each flow treatment, as

well as across the different flow conditions, with ANOVA; all

p > 0.15; Table S1). There were also no statistically significant

differences in mean angular wing position across airflow condi-

tions (Figure 2C). However, during flight in the longitudinal vor-

tex, all four subjects displayed consistent, bilateral differences

in wing elevation and rotation patterns. In laminar flow, there

was no bilateral asymmetry in the mean or instantaneous an-

gles of wing elevation and rotation, whereas during flight in

the longitudinal vortex, the kinematics of a given wing were



Figure 1. Schematic of Experimental Set-Up for Performing In VivoMeasurements of Hummingbird Flight Kinematics and Neuromotor Mod-

ulation in a Steady Roll Perturbation

(A) A nectar supply elicited flight in the near wake of a vertically oriented airfoil.

(B and C) With the vortex generator rotated at �15� relative to the oncoming flow, (B) a sustained, longitudinal tip vortex (parallel to streamwise flow within the

wind tunnel) generated upwash on the left wing and downwash on the right (see also Figure S1) and (C) a vortex with reverse orientation is createdwhen the vortex

generator was positioned at 15� with respect to the oncoming flow.

(D and E) EMGswere recorded from the left pectoralis (red) and supracoracoideus (dark grey) during flight in (D) laminar flow and (E) in longitudinal vortex flow. For

(D) and (E), sample EMG data for four wingbeat cycles are shown, and gray shading represents the downstroke.

Sample flight video and EMG recordings are in Video S1.
strongly dependent on the local airflow condition (either up-

wash or downwash; Figures 2D and 2E). Due to asymmetries

in wing elevation patterns between the two wings, the path of

the leading edge of the wing resembled a figure eight pattern

when in the upwash but an oval path when in the downwash

of the longitudinal vortex (Figures 2F–2H). Except for early in

the downstroke, when wing rotation was similar among all three

flow conditions, overall wing rotation was greater for the wing in

upwash than for the wing in downwash (Figures 2E–2H). The

birds maintained these asymmetries in wing kinematics

throughout the entire duration (5- to 10-s feeding bouts) of their

flight in the longitudinal vortex flow. At 75% span, the wing in

the vortex downwash operated at higher AoA (Figure S3) during

the downstroke as compared to the wing in laminar and vortex

upwash conditions. At the same spanwise location, during
upstroke, nominally similar AoA was noted for both downwash

and laminar flow conditions, although AoA was lower for the

wing in the upwash (Figure S4).

No significant differences were observed in mean body roll or

pitch angle for any of the flight conditions. However, the mean

yaw angle of the body differed significantly between laminar

flow and clockwise versus counterclockwise vortex conditions

(F2,16 = 4.51; p < 0.001; Figure 3A). In steady, laminar wind, the

birds were aligned with the longitudinal axis of the wind tunnel,

but when confronted with the clockwise vortex, they yawed

negatively (to their right), and this pattern reversed when they

flew in the counterclockwise vortex condition (see Figure 3 for

illustration). In addition, tail fan angle during flight in the vortex

was greater than during flight in laminar flow flight for all birds

(F2,16 = 5.51; p < 0.0001; Figure 3B).
Current Biology 30, 187–195, January 20, 2020 189
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Figure 2. Schematic Defining the Hummingbird Model and Wing Kinematics Results

(A) Hummingbird model with the global coordinate system (X, Y, Z), the wing-fixed coordinate system (x’, y’, z’), and the stroke plane angle c.

(B) Wing kinematic parameters with respect to the stroke plane angle: the positional angle F; the elevation angle q; and the rotation angle a.

(C–E) Instantaneous wing position, elevation, and rotation angles measured for the wingtips differed across laminar flow, upwash, and downwash conditions,

respectively (gray shading represents downstroke) from 84 wingbeats. Data are means ± 1 SD, with all wingbeats and birds pooled.

(F–H) Sagittal motions of the wing-tip paths for wings differed across the three different flow conditions. Black whiskers represent wing position and cord rotation

at successive instances of the wingbeat. Thin black arrows indicate wingtip motion, and gray arrows indicate incident airflow on the wing.

See also Figure S3 for angle of attack at different positions in the wing stroke for the three inflow conditions. Other kinematic and morphological parameters are

presented in Tables S1 and S2, respectively.

See also Videos S1 and S2.
Identification of Critical Wing Kinematic Traits
CFD simulation of the hummingbird flying with symmetric

kinematics in the relatively mild vortex created by the upstream

vortex generator (case 0; Figure S4) indeed caused a large roll

torque on the bird (Table 1) that would require compensation.

Simulation under laminar conditions of the numerical hum-

mingbird with wing kinematics measured in laminar flow

(case 1) resulted in the generation of adequate vertical aerody-

namic force to establish weight support (Figures 4A and 4D;

Video S2A; Table 1). Weight support was also demonstrated

in the simulation using the wing kinematics measured on birds

flying in the clockwise vortex, but because the kinematics were
190 Current Biology 30, 187–195, January 20, 2020
tested with laminar inflow in the simulation, they produced a lift

imbalance between the wings (case 2; see Figures 4B and 4D;

Video S2B; Table 1). The kinematics measured from the wing

immersed in downwash produced higher lift compared to the

kinematics of the wing in upwash, creating a strong, counter-

clockwise roll torque, as expected (Table 1; see velocity con-

tours in Figure 4). The torques measured in the CFD simulation

are a representation of those produced by the birds when

flying in the vortex; in the longitudinal vortex flow experienced

by the real birds, this roll torque induced by asymmetric wing

kinematics would counteract the torque induced by external

flow.
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CFD simulations of birds flying with kinematics that were a

hybrid between those measured in laminar flow and in the vortex

condition allowed us to comparatively assess the significance of

each kinematic parameter that differed between the wings dur-

ing the perturbation response. These simulations revealed that

employing bilateral asymmetry in wing rotation angles (matching

those measured in the vortex condition) while all other parame-

ters were symmetric (as in the laminar flow condition) produced

a vertical force similar to that in laminar flow and approximately

80% of the roll torque produced by fully asymmetric kinematics

(cases 2 and 4; Table 1). This roll torque was a result of the wing

rotation angle in downwash producing higher lift, and the result-

ing flow field closely resembled that of experimentally measured

kinematics (compare Figures 4B and 4D; Video S2). Simulation of

hybrid kinematics involving bilateral asymmetry in the angle of

wing elevation alone (case 3) produced a roll torque in the oppo-

site direction of that produced by the fully asymmetric kinematics

measured from the hummingbirds (cases 2 and 4; Table 1).

Neuromuscular Activation
Consistent with prior EMG recordings of hummingbird flight

muscles [14, 33], activation of the pectoralis occurred during

the upstroke and activation of the supracoracoideus occurred

during the downstroke. The extreme activation phase advance

of these muscles reflects the high wingbeat frequency

(�42 Hz) and inherent mechanical delay in force development

[18]. Statistical analyses of EMG variables, quantified over
Table 1. Kinematics Variables Used in the Different Cases for Numerical Simulations and

Produced

Case Inflow Condition

Wing Kinematics Parameters

Mean Vertical ForcPosition Elevation Rotation

0 ↻ 7 7 7 70.1

1 7 7 7 7 72.7

2 7 ↻ ↻ ↻ 67.2

3 7 7 ↻ 7 70.5

4 7 7 7 ↻ 65.2

Case 0 is a simulation of the hummingbird flying in the longitudinal vortex with kinematicsmeasured in t

field comparison and snapshot of simulation. Cases 1 and 2 are simulations of hummingbird flight in

laminar flow condition (1) and in a clockwise vortex (2). Case 3 is a kinematic hybrid between lami

wing elevation angles from the clockwise vortex condition and other parameters as measured in lam

with wing elevation and position angles from the laminar flow condition and rotation angles from the

Current B
each wingbeat, revealed consistent

shifts in activation patterns for both

muscles. Post hoc tests showed that

the pectoralis was activated earlier

when the wing was immersed in down-

wash as compared to upwash conditions

(ANOVA; F2,140 = 8.4; p < 0.0001) and
that the pectoralis remained active longer in downwash

compared to upwash and laminar flow conditions (F2,140 =

14.8; both p < 0.001). The supracoracoideus was also activated

earlier and remained active longer when in downwash compared

to upwash (onset: ANOVA, F2,140 = 6.1, p < 0.01; duration:

F2,140 = 7.8, p < 0.0001; Figure 5A). Normalizedmean recruitment

intensities (iEMG) of both the pectoralis and supracoracoideus

also differed significantly across conditions, with higher iEMG

measured when the wing was in downwash as compared to up-

wash or laminar flow conditions (ANOVA; pectoralis: effect of

condition, F2,476 = 34.36, p < 0.0001 for all pairwise comparisons;

supracoracoideus: F2,476 = 54.51, p < 0.0001; Figure 5B).

DISCUSSION

Consistent, Sustained Response to a Steady
Aerodynamic Disturbance
Here, we subjected hummingbirds to a challenging flow environ-

ment: flight within a longitudinal vortex that imposed an extreme,

continuous roll perturbation by immersing one wing in upwash

and the other in downwash. This environment is unfamiliar to bio-

logical fliers and unlikely to occur in nature. Nevertheless, the

fact that all subjects produced the corrective forces and torques

required to successfully navigate this flow environment on their

first attempt attests to the flexibility of hummingbird flight control

and offers insight into the primary mechanisms employed to

contend with aerodynamically induced roll perturbations.
the Mean Vertical Force and Roll Torque

e (mN) Mean Roll Torque, mN $ m�1

�408.4

–

788.9

�273.0

793.4

he laminar flow condition; see Figure S4 for flow

steady wind with kinematics measured in the

nar flow and clockwise vortex conditions with

inar flow. Case 4 is another kinematic hybrid

clockwise vortex.
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In laminar flow, hummingbirds displayed wing kinematics that

were stable, consistent, and bilaterally symmetric across wing-

beats. Traits including stroke plane angle, wingbeat frequency,

amplitude, and the time history of wing rotation angles were

similar to those reported previously for hummingbirds [14]. In

contrast, when hummingbirds flewwithin the longitudinal vortex,

they deployed wing kinematics with bilateral asymmetry in some

subtle kinematic variables (Figure 2) to generate the corrective

forces and torques that enabled them to successfully attenuate

the effects of the perturbation. Bilateral asymmetry in wingbeat

kinematics is a common feature in the response arsenal de-

ployed by flying animals in response to aerodynamic distur-

bances, and our subjects followed this pattern. Asymmetric

wing kinematics appear to be a fundamental feature of flight sta-

bilization andmaneuvering, used both for dealingwith perturbing

winds [16, 17] and for engaging in voluntary maneuvers during

flight [30]. Although variation in stroke-to-stroke wing kinematics

was slightly higher while hummingbirds were flying in the longitu-

dinal vortex as compared to laminar flow (Figures 2C–2E), wing

kinematics remained consistent between strokes in the vortex

flow and depended primarily on whether the wing was in the up-

wash or downwash of the vortex. Thus, in the presence of the

steady aerodynamic perturbation produced by the longitudinal

vortex, the birds produced a consistent, sustained response

through systematic changes in subtle features of kinematics.

This result contrasts with previous results obtained for

hawkmoths (which display similar morphology and kinematics

as hummingbirds) when flying within a vertically oriented, steady

vortex (i.e., a tornado). Under these conditions, hawkmoths

responded with large stroke-to-stroke variation in wing

kinematics [10].
192 Current Biology 30, 187–195, January 20, 2020
Limited Change in Wing Kinematics
Despite the magnitude of the aerodynamic disturbance imposed

upon hummingbirds in this study (with one wing completely

immersed in upwash and the other in downwash), the bilateral

differences observed in wing kinematics were remarkably subtle,

and our hypothesis of bilateral asymmetry in stroke amplitude

was not supported. Whereas previous studies have shown that

many species employ bilateral asymmetries in the overall extent

or angle of wing motion (e.g., in stroke amplitude or stroke plane

angle) to produce asymmetric forces, the main kinematic vari-

ables modulated in hummingbirds while flying in a longitudinal

vortex were wing elevation and rotation angles (Figures 2D–

2H). During both the upstroke and the downstroke, the wing in

upwash was rotated at a steeper angle with respect to the stroke

plane, as compared to thewing in upwash (Figure 2E). Therefore,

though both wings tended to align with the local airflow, the wing

in downwash adopted a greater effective geometric angle (see

Figures 2G and 2H) that translated to an increased AoA for the

wing in downwash during the powerful downstroke (Figure S4).

Operating at higher angles of attack leads to an increase in aero-

dynamic force [34]. The parametric study conducted using CFD

simulations suggests that bilateral asymmetries in wing rotation

(as opposed to elevation) were in fact the primary source of

the stabilizing roll torques generated by hummingbirds (case 4;

Figure 4; Table 1; Video S2).

Other critical kinematic attributes, such as stroke amplitude,

stroke plane angle, and flapping frequency, remained un-

changed, despite the fact that these parameters play a signifi-

cant role in force production [34]. Wingbeat amplitude, in

particular, is modulated by hummingbirds to adjust power re-

quirements as a function of flight speed [13] and is adjusted
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Figure 5. The Neuromuscular Modulation Component of Roll

Control

EMG from supracoracoideus (SUPRA) (dark gray) and pectoralis (PECT) (light

gray) muscles across flow conditions (DW, downwash; LF, laminar; UW, up-

wash). Data from all four subjects are pooled for each muscle and condition.

(A) Activation timing. Box bounds show mean timing of EMG onset (left) and

offset (right), and whiskers show 1 SD; gray shading indicates downstroke.

Mean activation-deactivation timing is prolonged in downwash and truncated

in upwash, compared to laminar flow (dashed lines).

(B) Mean recruitment intensity. Box center line is median, bounds are quartiles,

and whiskers are 95% ranges.

See text for statistically significant differences.
bilaterally in other flying animals to produce asymmetric forces.

Hence, bilateral modulation of this parameter would seem to

afford hummingbirds a high level of control authority. Why

might hummingbirds abstain from employing these potentially

more effective modes of torque generation? One possible

explanation is that increases in stroke amplitude and flapping

frequency may be energetically more expensive due to the

increased drag and inertial costs of changing wing-flapping

motions, as compared to the inertial and aerodynamic costs

of simply changing wing long-axis rotation. Introducing bilateral

asymmetry in the flapping frequency would also likely introduce

undesirably large forces and stresses on the thorax. In addition,

hummingbirds may favor preserving the capacity to change

amplitude and/or frequency (i.e., not exhausting their kinematic

response envelope) to allow for sudden responses to threats or

greater destabilizing perturbations. Finally, hummingbirds are

known to modulate their stroke plane angle depending on their

cruising speed [13], and this could explain the lack of difference

in stroke plane angle seen here between flight in laminar flow

and in the longitudinal vortex (Table S1), because the total

oncoming wind speed was similar across different flow

conditions.
Muscles Providing Mechanical Power Respond to Wing
Loads
While flying in the longitudinal vortex, irrespective of which wing

was experiencing upwash or downwash, the coupling between

the midpoint of temporal activation of both muscles and stroke

phase remained consistent (Figure 5A). However, muscles con-

trolling the wing in downwash, which operates at higher AoA

(Figure S4) and likely experiences greater aerodynamic forces,

displayed greater levels of motor unit recruitment and were

activated over a longer period of time (activated earlier and de-

activated later) thanmuscles controlling the wing in upwash (Fig-

ure 5). The wing in upwash was not only able to benefit from the

updraft but also needed to produce lower relative force to main-

tain stable roll orientation of the body. The asymmetry in iEMG of

the two main flight muscles likely reflects asymmetries in muscle

force production that allow the bird to maintain bilateral symme-

try in wingbeat frequency and amplitude, despite the vastly

different flow environments experienced by the two wings.

Thus, bilaterally asymmetric modulation of the activation and

recruitment of the large flight muscles was utilized to both pro-

duce the necessary aerodynamic forces through wing rotations,

likely in combination with smaller distal wing muscles [35], and

for producing necessary flight power to support the overall differ-

ences in aerodynamic loads acting on the wings.

Central pattern generators (CPGs) are populations of rhythmi-

cally active neurons in the brain stem [36]. These neurons are

thought to be important neural subsystems for maintaining

bilateral control of the timing of muscle activation [37, 38], with

important implications for how gait is maintained in limbs and

wings during terrestrial and aerial locomotion, respectively [39].

Based on the prominent role of asymmetric wing rotation, with

no changes to flapping frequency and phasing, taken together

with the inferences from asymmetry in EMG activity, we may

postulate that CPG control of the mean timing of activation of

the large flight muscles remains largely unchanged, even

when confronted with significant aerodynamic perturbations.

Meanwhile, smaller intrinsicmuscles of thewingmayplay a critical

role in modulating wing forces and body torques. This could

potentially be a computationally and energetically effective

flight-control strategy as compared to making large-scale

changes tomuscle recruitment frequency, timing, andmagnitude.

Indeed, EMG recordings from the pectoralis and supracoracoi-

deus of hummingbirds performing pure yawmaneuvers (no trans-

lation) have revealed that, although wing kinematics differed bilat-

erally and betweenwingbeats, there was no alteration in themean

timing of activation of the muscles providing flight power [30].

A Mosaic of Active and Passive Mechanisms
Passive interaction between the oncoming airflow and the wings

may play a significant and generalizable role in the flight stability

of birds in response to unsteady winds. Interactions between the

fluid and the active and passive mechanics of the animal have

been shown to play an important role in determining locomotion

dynamics and control both in aerial and aquatic domains [6, 40].

For the hummingbirds studied here, the observed wing

rotations to align with the local airflow in the longitudinal vortex

(Figures 2E–2H) may reflect a combination of active control re-

sponses and resultant passive aeroelastic interactions. Further-

more,many studies have revealed thatwing shapeduring flapping
Current Biology 30, 187–195, January 20, 2020 193



can vary along the span and deflection of the feathers can intro-

duce sectional changes resulting in wing twist [41]. Such mecha-

nisms may also influence the wing rotation observed in the

hummingbirds here. Because wing rotation was estimated based

on motions of the tip of the sixth primary feather on the trailing

edge,parameterssuchas relative featherdeflectionandwing twist

could not be estimated. The role of passive aeroelasticity may be

verified by concomitantly performing high-speed videography of

the kinematics and measuring the activity of smaller intrinsic

wing muscles responsible for kinematic control of wing rotation

and shape to determine whether the observed changes in wing

rotation were controlled via muscular activation or were the result

of passive interactionswith theexternal flow.ObtainingEMGmea-

surements from these smaller muscles, particularly in humming-

birds, and theoretical estimation of passive wing rotation, as

performed for insects [2], would be challenging, but this question

merits further investigation, perhaps in a larger bird or bat species.

A combination of activebehavioral adjustments andpassive dy-

namics may also play a role in flight stabilization, both in terms of

the biased yawangle and the increased tail fanning that humming-

birds deployed in the longitudinal vortex (Figure 3). These postural

adjustments could passively augment lift through energy harvest-

ing by increasing the surface area and apportioning a larger part of

the thorax and tail over the region of vortex upwash through body

yaw (Figure 3). The yaw postural adjustments in the birds may not

be entirely active, because the posterior region of the birds

remained below the feeder and the longitudinal vortex likely also

caused a side force that was oriented toward the region of the up-

wash. Birds have previously been shown to use tail fanning to in-

crease their longitudinal stability during forward flight, particularly

when flying in turbulent winds [16, 17]. When flying in the vortex,

hummingbirds could also be actively deploying their tail to

overcome forces and torques that may be a consequence of the

altered wing kinematics. Hence, it is critical to consider the role

of both active and passive interactionswith the fluid to understand

how biological and artificial flying systems may augment control

and alleviate sensorimotor demands for maintaining stable flight

in unsteady, unpredictable, and challenging wind conditions.

In conclusion, the postural adjustments, changes in subtle fea-

tures of wing orientation, and underlying modulation of neuro-

muscular control that enabled hummingbirds to maintain stable

flight with only subtle changes in wing kinematics, in the face of

an extremely challenging flow environment, reveal a flight control

strategy that is elegant in both its simplicity and efficacy. Such a

strategy requires the ability to integrate multiple control subsys-

tems and adeptly modulate localized actuation of the flight sys-

tem, all being flight control attributes that are exquisitely demon-

strated by hummingbirds. Such integrated systems are likely

found among other volant vertebrates and provide substrata

for bio-inspired development of robust yet responsive control ar-

chitectures that could be advantageous for robotic flier designs.
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STAR+METHODS
KEY RESOURCES TABLE
REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Biological Samples

Archilochus colubris Wild caught at Concord Field Station Wild caught at Concord Field Station Data

presented in Table S2

Experimental Models: Organisms/Strains

Archilochus colubris Wild caught at Concord Field Station Wild caught at Concord Field Station Data

presented in Table S2

Instrumentation

Highspeed camera Photron FASTCAM SA3 http://www.highspeedimaging.com/

photron-fastcam-sa3/

Amplifiers Grass Technologies, Warwick RI https://neuro.natus.com/

A/D converter Powerlab 8/30 https://www.adinstruments.com/content/

30-series-430-830-1630

Hot-wire anemometer 55P91 probe, Dantec Dynamics, Denmark https://www.dantecdynamics.com/

products-and-services/

triple-sensor-gold-plated-wire-probe

Micro connectors Digikey model 455-2196-1-ND https://www.digikey.com/product-detail/

en/jst-sales-america-inc/SACHP-003G-P0.2/

455-2196-1-ND/1647793

Electromyography wire California Fine wire, Grover Beach Ca.

Polyethylene-coated stainless steel, Bi-filar

0.05 mm diameter

from California Fine Wire: http://www.

calfinewire.com/

Software and Algorithms

MATLAB R2017a MATLAB (2017). version 9.2.0 (R2017a),

The MathWorks, Natick, Massachusetts

http://www.mathworks.com/

CFD solver [42] N/A
LEAD CONTACT AND MATERIALS AVAILABILITY

Further information and requests for resources and data should be directed to andwill be fulfilled by the LeadContact, Nicolai Konow

(nicolai_konow@uml.edu).

This study did not generate new unique reagents.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Four Ruby-throated hummingbirds (Archilochus colubris) were caught at the Concord Field Station in Bedford, MA and housed in

0.53 0.53 0.5 m chambers for one week of acclimation, with fortified nectar solution (Nektar Plus, Nekton USA) provided ad libitum

from a hummingbird feeder. Experiments were conducted in accordance with a Harvard University Institutional Animal Care and Use

protocol. Morphological measurements of specimen presented in ST2.

METHOD DETAILS

Electrode implantation for electromyography
Twisted fine-wire electrodes with offset bipolar tips [43] weremade from gold- covered silver wire (California fine wire, 0.1 mm⍉). For
birds 1 and 2, the electrode pole spacing was 1mm and the poles were 0.5 mm long. To further limit cross-talk between electrodes in

the two muscles, we decreased pole length to 0.25 mm and spacing to 0.5 mm for birds 3 and 4. The 600 mm long EMG wires were

crimped and soldered into micro-connectors (Digikey model 455-2196-1-ND) for connection to amplifiers during experiments.

Electrodes were implanted into the pectoralis and supracoracoideus muscles using a 25G hypodermic needle with the birds in a

light plane of isoflurane anesthesia (1%–1.5% via mask), after cleaning the implantation sites with isopropyl alcohol. We minimized

cross-talk by inserting the electrode recording poles as far apart as possible given the proximity and small size of the muscles of

interest. A standardized approach was used to implant electrodes, as follows. For the pectoralis muscle, the hypodermic needle
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was guided rostro-dorsally, so that the electrode recorded from the mid-sternobranchialis region. For the supracoracoideus muscle,

the hypodermic needle was guided caudo-dorsally along the sternal keel with the bevel medially oriented until it touched the sternum.

The electrode wires were glued to caudoventral plumage using cyanoacrylate glue. Following implantation, the birds were adminis-

tered ameal of Nectar Plus and then allowed to recover for a period ranging from two hours to overnight in a dark roomwith ad libitum

nectar. After experiments, the electrodes were removed under light anesthesia. Electrodes were implanted on only one side of each

bird (right side in birds 1 and 2, left side in birds 3 and 4). However, by rotating the vortex generator to different positions we could alter

the flow conditions and thus measure neuromuscular activity when the implanted wing was immersed in upwash as well as

downwash.

Flight tests
Flight tests were conducted in the same wind tunnel used in [17, 44] that measured 6-m long and was suction-type, open-return wind

tunnel with a 1.5 L x 0.5 W x 0.5 H m test section. An intermediate cruising speed of 5 m/s was used for the experiments [13]. Each

subject was released into the test section, which contained a longitudinal-vortex generator near the inlet as well as a downstream

perch. The vortex generator was a vertically oriented symmetric NACA0015 wing with 25-cm span and 10-cm chord (Figure 1). A

syringe was used to dispense sucrose solution through a polyethylene tube to its aperture at the wingtip, to attract birds to feed while

flying in an appropriate position relative to the vortex generator. All birds began feeding within five minutes of being released into the

test section. During flight trials, kinematics of the wings, tail, and body were recorded at 1000 Hz using three phase-locked Photron

SA3 high-speed cameras (Figure 1).

During experiments, EMG signals were amplified (1000x) and filtered (60Hz notch, 30-3000Hz band-pass; p511-G amplifiers

Grass Technologies, Warwick RI). The minimally processed signals were A/D converted at 10 kHz to hard drive via a Powerlab

8/30 (ADinstruments). The camera trigger pulse was also A/D converted to synchronize EMG and kinematic data. The EMG signals

were processed and spikes were isolated from the time-history for further analysis using methods as described in [15].

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Flow Conditions
Airflows were quantified using a three component hot-wire anemometer (55P91 probe, Dantec Dynamics, Denmark) sampling at

1kHz, and calibrated against a standard pitot-static tube (Figure S1). The symmetrical nature of the vortex generator results in

nominally laminar flow when it was aligned with the free-stream (0�), or a quasi-steady vortex with anti-clockwise (�15� rotation)

or clockwise (15� rotation) flow downstream of the wing tip. Orientation of the vortex generator at 0� with respect to the free stream

caused a flat velocity profile across the test section, with a small velocity deficit caused by the drag of the vortex generator (Figures

1A, 1B, and S1). Rotating the vortex generator ± 15� caused a steady longitudinal vortex in thewakewith clockwise and anticlockwise

polarity respectively, due to the pressure difference over the top and bottom surfaces of the vortex generator (Figures 1C, 1D, and

S1). Time-resolved velocity measurements did not vary significantly within the vortex (Figure S1) and a steady velocity was present

across the vortex (Figure S1). As expected, the mean perturbation velocity was nearly zero at the vortex core while we measured a

maximumof nearly 4m/s of upwash and downwash velocity on either side of the core (Figure S1). The upwash and downwashmono-

tonically decreased with increasing lateral distance from the core and the size of the vortex of nominally equivalent to the wingspan of

the birds (compare Figure S1 to Table S1). The increased frontal area of the upstream vortex generator, when it was rotation by 15�,
caused a velocity deficit in the wake resulting in the longitudinal flow speed to be slightly lower. The velocity profile within the vortex

closely matched theoretical predictions and prior wing-tip vortex measurements [45]. The feeder was aligned with the core of the

vortex (Figure 1A) to ensure symmetry of the perturbation; hence, a hummingbird flying within the vortex experienced an aerodynam-

ically induced rotation (Video S1), with one wing immersed in upwash (vertical flow oriented upward) and the other wing in downwash

(vertical flow oriented downward). Each bird was flown under all three orientations of the vortex generator, and the order of trials was

randomized within individuals.

Reconstruction of kinematics
Marker points, consisting of non-toxic water-soluble white paint, in recorded flight sequences were digitized using an open-source

MATLAB-based routine [46]. A static calibration cube that filled the volume of interest in the test section was used for spatial calibra-

tion via direct linear transformation [46]. Markers over the shoulder joints (where the wings attach to the thorax), the positions of the

wrists along the leading edges, the tips of the 5th primary feathers along the trailing edges, the base of the tail (midline of where the tail

meets the body in the sagittal plane), and the tips of the most lateral tail feathers were digitized (see Figure 1), for a total of nine points

digitized over 0.5 s of flight (20-22 wingbeats) for each trial. Subsequent kinematic analyses were performed in MATLAB. Digitization

error in point localization was much smaller than the mean pairwise marker distances (�60 pixels). This error is expected to be man-

ifest only at higher frequencies, on the order of the Nyquist frequency. To remove any higher frequency fluctuations due to digitization

error, position data were filtered using a 4th order, low-pass Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency of 200 Hz, which is lower than

the Nyquist frequency (500 Hz) but higher than the flapping frequency (�45 Hz).

Wingbeat kinematics were derived from the digitized positions of the shoulder joints, the leading edge, and the trailing edge of each

wing using the coordinate system shown in Figure 2A. For each stroke, the flapping frequency was calculated as the inverse of the

wing beat period, independently measured for the left and right wings. Stroke plane angle (c) was calculated in the global coordinate
Current Biology 30, 187–195.e1–e4, January 20, 2020 e2



system for each wingbeat by estimating the pitch angle of a 2D regression line of the position of the leading edge throughout a stroke

projected onto the x-z plane (Figure 2A). Wing position angle (f) wasmeasured as the angle of the leading edge (relative to 0 degrees,

when wings are held straight out to each side) along the stroke plane through time, and stroke amplitude was the total angle swept

between the top of the upstroke and bottom of the downstroke (i.e., fmax – fmin). Wing elevation (q) was measured as the perpen-

dicular angle between the leading edge and the stroke plane. Wing rotation (a) was measured with respect to the stroke plane as the

angle formed between the wing plane and the ordinate axis of the stroke plane. The angle of attack was estimated at 0.75 of the span

using the coordinate system described in [47] by taking into account the angular velocity of the wing at that position, rotation and the

mean velocity of wind. For angle of attack estimation in laminar flow the wind velocity (as shown in Figure S1) was aligned with

the wind tunnel longitudinal axis at all wing positions in the stroke, Figure S3. For flight in the vortex condition, rotational symmetry

of the vortex was assumed and the wind velocity at each stroke position was inferred from the azimuthal position of the wing. Body

orientation of the birds was measured in the global coordinate system by creating a plane using the digitized shoulder points and the

tail base in the sagittal plane similar to that described in [17]. Fan angle of the tail was calculated as the angle between the vectors

connecting the lateral tail tips to the tail base. The body orientation and tail fan angle wasmeasured for the entire flight sequence and

mean values were compared across the different free-stream treatments.

Data analysis and statistical tests
The dataset for analysis consisted of 7 wingbeats per subject (4) and flow condition (3) for a total of 84 wingbeats. Wing kinematics of

subjects were pooled depending on the flow condition (i.e., laminar flow, immersed in vortex upwash, or immersed in vortex down-

wash), experienced by the implanted wing Figure 1. Mean and standard deviation of the pooled kinematics of all birds for each flow

condition was then calculated. Themean angles of body yaw and tail fanning were compared across factorial pairs of flow conditions

using repeated-measures ANOVA.

The timing of each muscle’s activity (on- and offset) was measured to compare activation profiles across flow conditions. Muscle

recruitment was evaluated based on peak recruitment intensity (mV) and integrated area (iEMG; area under rectified EMG, V $ s). For

each muscle, EMG measurements were compared across flow conditions. Statistical analyses of EMG measurements involved

mixed model ANOVAs with flow condition as a fixed effect, factoring individual as well as the interaction term between individual

and flow condition as independent effects [48]. All statistical calculations were performed in MATLAB.

Computational fluid dynamics analysis
Computational fluid dynamics analysis was conducted using an in-house solver based on a fortified Navier-Stokes solver [49]. A gen-

eral formulation of themulti-blocked, overset grid, fortified solutions to the Navier-Stokes equations was performed in the global sys-

tem (X, Y, Z) (Figure S2). The governing equations were the three-dimensional, incompressible, unsteady Navier-Stokes equations

written in strong conservation form for mass and momentum. When the equations were solved for each block, the aerodynamic

forces Faero = (Fax, Fay, Faz) exerted on the body and wings were evaluated by a sum of aerodynamic forces in the global coordinate

system. The simulations in this study were conducted using a previously developed, detailed morphological model of a hummingbird

assuming rigid body and wing structure [42, 47]. The wing length and mean chord length were 69.3 and 19.5 mm, respectively. The

wing shape and size used for numerical simulations were similar to the species used for experiments. The simulations parameters

including grid sizing and sensitivity were similar to those used in [42].

Wing kinematics in smooth and vortex flow were constructed based on in vivo measurements in each condition. To derive kine-

matic variables for the model, we calculated the mean wingbeat cycle with respect to the stroke plane angle (Figures 2C–2E), and

reconstructed mean kinematics mathematically using a third-order Fourier series, as in [49].

To assess the effect of the perturbation on a hummingbird flying with bilaterally symmetric kinematics, CFD simulations were per-

formedwhere the vortex generator was oriented at 15� upstream and the hummingbird flyingwith the kinematicsmeasured in laminar

flow conditions. While the overall trend of the velocities within the longitudinal vortex in CFD simulation matched the experiments, the

velocity magnitudes were significantly higher in the latter, see Figure S4. Due to the large disparity in the longitudinal vortex between

simulation and experiments, all remaining CFD simulations were conducted assuming laminar inflow conditions. We hypothesized

that implementing the asymmetric wing kinematics measured from hummingbirds flying in the longitudinal vortex in a simulation

assuming laminar inflow would result in the modeled hummingbird producing asymmetric lift and a roll torque in the opposite direc-

tion from that imposed by the longitudinal vortex in the experiment.

In our parametric study, we simulated the flight of birds with four different wing kinematic profiles. Simulation cases 1 and 2 em-

ployed wing kinematics that matched those observed in the laminar inflow and clockwise vorticity conditions, respectively (both

simulated in laminar flow, as stated above). Although there were slight angular differences between the right and left wings in laminar

flow, we adopted the average wing kinematics for all cases (Figures 2C–2E). Cases 1 & 2 were considered to be baselines for vali-

dating the simulation, by determining whether total vertical force produced would be sufficient to support the bird’s weight in laminar

flow (Case 1), and by validating the hypothesis that the asymmetric kinematics observed in vortex flowwould result in a counterclock-

wise torque being produced by the bird (Case 2). To determine the salient components of the asymmetric kinematics observed in

birds flying in the longitudinal vortex, two additional parametric systems were created that consisted of hybrids between the kine-

matics observed in birds flying laminar and vortex flows. For Case 3, the kinematic hybrid combined wing elevation angles taken

from the clockwise vortex condition with all other kinematic parameters (including wing rotation angles and position) from laminar

flow. Case 4 incorporated wing rotation angles from the clockwise vortex condition and all other parameters (including wing elevation
e3 Current Biology 30, 187–195.e1–e4, January 20, 2020



and position) from the laminar flow condition. We simulated five wingbeat cycles of flight in each case, and calculated the mean

vertical force and roll torque produced.

DATA AND CODE AVAILABILITY

The raw datasets and high speed videos have not been uploaded in a public repository .They can be provided upon request to the

Lead Contact.
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